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Second edition, February 2018. practical approaches as lay out in this publication are invaluable. this book
will show you through the GDPR requirements and assist you to define and run a project which means that

your business will comply with GDPR legislation. With the deadline looming, many companies are
struggling to finish a project of this size before May 2018; Building on the best-selling first edition.
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Good and well structured, but a brief book Good well structured, but a brief book, i wish it could go more in
depth with some subjects, and be more alert to specifics, like "The GDPR requires you to report any security
breach promptly", very well yes but a little more accurate would be to say within 72 hours, and it avoids
some complicated technicalities. I recommend it to anyone who's needs to have details on GDPR.The book's
title is somewhat misleading, since it will not take you by your hand and guides you to safe solutions, which
would need a lot more in depth.Overall an extremely good book really worth its cost to start out your
journey on to make your organization GDPR compliant.The book begins really well and sets the scope well,
how to prepare for the GDPR implementations. But in some areas it leaves you hanging with regard of how
to overcome it. Fx: pseudonymisation, it explains what it means but leaves it there.! Communication and
awareness is really well explained with some good pointers. Responsibilities between the controller and the
processor chip are well described, but then abruptly interrupted by the need of a DPO, which certainly
deserves a chapter for itself. When is it required to possess a DPO? Further reading is necessary though. But
it certainly sheds light of all points and culprits. It generally does not explain obviously when it is required
to have a DPO. Five Stars In depth and a straightforward read. I also contacted the writer with some
questions. Mark answered my email the very next day! Five Stars Great summary of the upcoming
regulation with the content listed in the trunk of the book! Since I had never contacted an author, I was
completely surprised!It addresses most areas, but once again on the top. The book is created to the idea and
provides an excellent overview with examples! Nonetheless it certainly brings the right ideas and general
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overview to the table. Great Resource! Great Resource in GDPR Compliance Having no understanding of
GDPR, I came across this book to end up being very beneficial in assisting me coming up to speed.!
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